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1. PURELY PHONETIC SOUND CHANGES

In the literature on historical linguis-
tics,phonologicaland phoneticsoundchanges
are often contrasted. A phonological change
alters the phoneme composition of certain
speech flow appearances, a phonetic change
alters the way in which different expiratory-
phonatory-articulatory gestures and their
acoustic—auditory correlates are presented
in certain speech flow appearances. For ins
stance, in Old Litomy§1 Czech, there was a
sound change ”a > t ,manifested e.g. in
figi:vo > ti:vo 'beer'. Itwasa phonological
change in the sense that the phoneme /p,/
was exchanged for the phoneme /t/kurreplac-
ing (in terms of Andersen 1973) thedistinc—
tive feature 'heightened low consonant to-
nality' of /p,/, by the feature 'high con-
sonant tonality' of /t/. It was a phonetic
change in the sense that the actual labial
articulation of [pg characterized(in terms
of Ladefoged 1980) by certain values of the
articulatory parameters like 'lip height',
'lip width', and 'lip protrusion' and its
corresponding 'heightened low tonality"in
acoustics-audition were exchanged for the
actual dental articulation. of [t] charac-
terized by certain values ofthe articulatory
parameters like '(tongue) tip raising' and
'(tongue) tip advancing'and itscorrespond-
ing 'high tonality' in acoustiCS-audition.

In historical linguistics all relevant
sound changes are traditionally reduced to
phonological changes. Theprevalentstrategy
of historical linguists has long been to
conceive the main course of a sound history
as a chain of phonological changes and to
view phonetic changes asnere detailed spec—
ifications of the stated phonological
changes. Any single phonetic change, rel—
evant to the main course of the sound his-
tory, has been viewed as obligatorily sub-
ordinated to a concretephonologicalchange.
The traditional strictparallelism between
phonological and phonetic changes is re-
vealed in the theoretical framework of An-
dersen 1973, the original source of the above
Old Litomysl Czech example. Here the speci-
ality of phonetic changes is emphasized to
the extent that'abductive'phonological and
'deductive' phonetic changes are dealt with
as two different categories(aboutthe equa-
tion of 'abduction' to phonology and 'de-

duction'tophonetics cf.p.774). The frame-
work articulates that a concrete historical
sound change is always a complex of a pho-
nological change and a phonetic change, i.e.
phonological changes are understood as ab-
ductive innovations in the mental coding of
sounds and phonetic changes as subsequent de-
ductive innovations in their physico-physi-
ological manifestation.

The traditional focus on phonological
changes only rather than<n1phonetic changes
as well, seems to be due to twonethodologi-
cal aspects of historical linguistics. On
the one hand, most methods of historical
sound reconstruction imply the view that
sounds are discrete units: they’relyon com—
parisons and differentiationbetweenlexicon
units (words, morphemes). Onthe other hand,
only phonologicalchangesareeasyto be con-
ceived as changes of discrete units (pho-
nemes, distinctive features), whereas pho-
netic changes are better to be conceived as
continuous changes of parameter values (de-
terminers of the actual articulatory ges-
tures and theiracoustic-auditorycorrelated

We argue thatsome phoneticchanges, rel-
evant to the main course of asound history:
have no concrete phonological changes as an
one-to-one support. Let us call them purely
phonetic changes. Weconceivethenmincourse
of a sound history as a chain of changes
some of which allow both phonological and
phonetic specifications but some phonetic
specifications only. Consequently, wedo not
reduce all relevant sound history to its
phonological changes. Thefuoposedequal f0-
cus on phonological and phonetic changes
makes the recognition of historical sound
changes more sophisticated. In order to re-
construct purely phonetic changes, the dis-
crete philosophy of the method has to be
adapted to the continuousnatureof changes-
However, these methodological complications
do not hinder us inattributing the phonetic
changes the essentialontologicalvalue. In-
stead, we view them as aninevitable forfeit
to be paid for the proposed theoretical ad-
justment.

The essence of purely phonetic sound
changes is exemplified by introducing a
Great Rhythm Shift of Old Estonian. However:
before going to the change itself, we out-
line a theoretical framework in which the
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essentials of speech rhythm are treated in
purely phonetic terms so that two optional
rhythm strategies - striving vs. switching
foot control - are extracted.

2. STRIVING VS. SWITCHING CONTROL OF FOOT

2.1. Phonological vs. phonetic perspective
on language

According to Ladefoged 1984, the role of
phonemes for individual speakers and lis-
teners has been grossly exaggerated in the
tradition of language research. Phonemes,
distinctive features andother units of this
size are empirically'valid devicesof speech
description only if language is viewed as a
social norm of a community.Theyare too ab-
stract devices while describing language as

a psychological act or state of an individ-
ual, e.g. while describing the actual real-
ization or the mental coding of concrete
speech samples.Todraw on his original par-
allel, phonemes are likenmral prescriptions
or economical laws: they are manifested in
the behaviour of a human group rather than
a single member of this group.

In concrete linguistic analysis, the so-
cial rather thanpsychologicalnatureofpho-
nemes is revealed best by the characteris-
tics of a boundary between two subsequent
segmental phonemes.Inthepsychologicalper-

spective, the boundary is a fiction: if to

observe one single speech flawsample alone,

no invariant cues of aboundarybetween pho-
neme—size segments are available (of. Ham-
marberg 1976). The boundaries become a re-
ality in the social perspective. Here, the
observed speech flow sample is confronted
with a set of potential resembling samples
and only its recurrent details are extract-

ed as relevant features. Similarly,a supra-
segmental phoneme is evident in a set of

possible speech flow samples rather than in
a single observed sample.

The relationship between phonology and

phonetics leads to a crucial revaluation.

Phonology and phonetics do not deal with dif-
ferent empirical data, they are not comple-

mentary portions of a unitary description
system. In particular, the mental coding of

speech is reflected not only by phonology and
the articulatory—acoustic-auditory realiz-
ation of speech isreflected not only by’pho-
netics. Rather,phonologyand phonetics deal

with the same empirical data but represent

two essentially incompatiblestrategies that

are proper for different purposes.

Phonology describes both the mental cod-

ing and the articulatory-acoustic-auditory

realization of speech flowin the functional
perspective. Here, speech flow is viewed as

a combination of details that are selected
from the total set ofobservation results as

these features that motivate the existence
of the particular phenomenon 'speech flow'.

Speech flow exists in order to convey lin-

QUistic meaning, i.e. to indicatewhich lin-
guistic units(morphemes,lexicalwordsetcd

are actually usedoneafteranotnerin social
communication.‘ Consequently,thefunctional
perspective entails the view that speech flow
is a string of phonemes, i.e.abstract mean-
ing-differentiatingcapacitiesthat are evi-
dent when speech flowequivalents of differ-
ent linguisticunitscontrastwitheachother.

Phonetics describes both the mental cod-
ing and the articulatory-acoustic-auditory
realization of speech flow in the formal per-
spective. Here,speechflow is viewed in all
its details available in the observation of
a speech sample as a psycho-physiological
and acoustic act. According to Ladefoged 1984 ,

phonemes, distinctive features, andother
units ofthis sizedo not belong to such em-
pirical realities. Instead, the formal per-
Spective entails the view that speech flow
is a continuously produced energy wave in
the sense that it does not split into seg-
mented units of phoneme size. In this con—
text we may followPlomp1984 in identifying
the acoustic appearance of speech flow asan
air flow supported by continuousactivityof
respiratory mechanism! and radiated frmn a
human being as a wide-band signal that is
modulated continuously in time by manipu-
lating vocal cords (fundamental frequency),
by narrowing and widening the vocal tract
(temporal intensity envelope), and by mod—

ifying the vocal tract cavities (frequency
spectrum). and received by the peripheral

hearing apparatus. We may change the per-

spective and claim that speech flow appears

as a continuous speech energy that passes

subsequently through three media. First, it
is produced in the physiological medium as

the nmntioned four-fold fluctuations in

speech organs (speaker's respiratory, pho-

natory, and articulatory activities); sec-

ond, it is transmitted in the physical me‘

dium as amodulatedwide-bandsignal(acous-

tics); and third, it is received in the

physiological medium as a fluctuationin the

peripheral hearing apparatus (listener's

auditor activation).2
Speegh rhythnlisa phenomenon that is di-

rectly manifested in speech flow: speech flow

is actually a continuous alternation of the

minima1.andmaximal levels of speech energy.

We have posed phonetics andphonology as two

mutually exclusive research strategies. In

this context, we try to fix the essentials

of speech rhythm in purely phonetic, ener-

getical terms without invoking on phono-

logical consideration.

2.2. Stress, foot, syllable and demisyl-

lable: a model of speech rhythm

Explaining historical sound changes and

describing typological differences in con-

temporary languages we proceed‘ on the fol—

lowing crude model of speech rhythm.

Stress is the total energy amount spent

by the speaker's complex expiratory, phona-

tory and articulatory activities (gestures)

while producing a stretch of speech flow (for

a review of literature on stress production

and acoustics: Eek 1982; MacNeilage 1972)
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rather than some special reinforcing energy
added to a certain independently defined unit
of speech flow. Stress itself is intrinsical-
ly segmented into units rather than appears
something like an energetical increment of
stressed syllables relative to unstressed
syllables.

Foot is the minimal integral unit of stress.
Foot organizes speech energy into a stress
impulse; its general shape, i.e. ahypotheti-
cal temporal energy envelope, is physiologi-
cally determined by the. tension/relaxation
phases, inevitably needed in the activities
of speech organs, and its detailed shape is
specified by language—specific commands on
speech organs (Fig. 1). Foot cannot be under-
stood as a chest pulse, a unit of laryngeal
fluctuation or a motor unit like the articu—
latory syllable of ‘ixcrosuq, KoxceBaos et
a1. 1965, it is temporally organized amount
of speech energy. produced by all the ac-
tivities.

Stress

level 'ensioaelaxation

Time

Figure 1. A model of foot.

In particular, it is foot that is best to
be conceived as the domain of accentuation,
i.e. the purposeful variation in the amount
of stress.Psycholinguisticexperiments(e.g.
Terken 1984, cf. also Scott 1982) indicate
that the amount of stressdisplayedixispeech
production is in a direct correlation with
the importance of the signal in the inter-
pretation of the corresponding message. A
speech signal is maximally accentuated, if
it alone serves as the basis for computing
the meaning of the corresponding message; a
speech signal is minimally accentuated, if
the preceding linguistic context and the
extralinguistic stateofaffairs rather than
the speech signal itself serve as the basis
for computing the meaning.3 At the maximum
end of theaccentuationscale, there are em-
phasized feet that show an integral portion
of stress of the largest size. In this case
the needed amount of stress is warranted by
special reinforcing activitiesincluding reg-
isterable pulmonic activities (cf.0hala, Ri-
ordan, Kawasaki 1979).Atthe minimum end of
the accentuation scale, thereare tonic feet.
In this case the needed amount of stress is
warranted by keeping to the speech organs
activities thatarenecessary and sufficient
for the speech signal transmission. Between
these two extremes there remain simply ac-
centuated feet.

The intrinsic mode of stress appearance
is a foot.Inthis physiologically predeter-
mined limit the detailedshapeofenergydis-
tribution is controlled by both universal
and language-specific segmental and supra-
segmental commands.

Speech is decomposed into continuous al-
ternations of the narrowing (i.e. consonan-
tal) and the widening (i.e. vocalic) ges-
tures in the vocal tract. As the first ap-
proximation we may suppose that the detail-
ed time-orderedsegmentalspecifications for
the basic CV- and -VC demisyllable-gestures
are controlled by demisyllabic commands (cf.
Fujimura 1983). Demisyllabic command scans
all muscle channels exploited in generation
of the respective minimal articulatory se-
quence and turns on simultaneously these
channels which activity is not contradicted
to the concrete state of the movement (of.
coarticulatory phenomena e.g. in the sequence
of plu-: during the articulation of p lips
are already rounded, immediately before p
release the tongue tip is raised to the al-
veolar region and the postdorsum is moved
towards the velum). Demisyllabic commands
regulate articulatorynmvementsinthespeech
flow. Demisyllableas a unitaryarticulatory
sequence generates an indispensable (in-
herent)amount of speechenergy that is suf-
ficient for the complex gesture; its dur-
ation is determined by inherent durations of
the combined movements. Consequently, demi-
syllables themselvesdonotspecifythe shape
of a temporalenergyenvelope (i.e.theshape
of a foot), they simply divide a foot into
minimal inherent energy blocks.

Detailednwdificationsof astressimpulse
may be controlled by two kinds of hypotheti-
cal energetic commands. These commands -
switching and striving-determine the turn-
ing point between the tension and relaxation
phases (of. Fig. 1) of the temporal energy
envelope.

If the switching-type footcontrolis us-
ed, there are usually'twoswitching commands
in a foot. The first of them turns on a stress
impulse and predetermines the quickest way
to the maximal energy level (thus controlling
mainly the tract-widening segment, i.e. the
vowel quality), but does notdefinethe tem-
poral characteristics of the maximal energy
level itself;duration of thelatter follows
mainly from the inherent.temporalproperties
of thecorrespondingdemisyllable(s).Physio-
logically conditioned relaxation is turned
on by the second switching command, thus
showing the locationof theturning point of
a foot and simultaneously'guaranteeingrela-
tively exact sound quality. Thus, any switch—
ing command entails a rapid rise to an en“
ergy level. The switching-type foot control
predicts a relatively tight coarticulation
before the initial point of the maximal en-
ergy level of a foot and relatively 10058
connections betweenunderlyingsegmentsafter
that point. As a rule, a foot tends to be a
isobaric (in energetic terms) or isochronic
unit (in terms of timing). In the case of
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switching the isobaric/isochronic tendency
to an average strength or length value of
all feet would be revealed relatively weakly.

If thestriving-typefootcontrolis used,
there is one striving command in a foot. A
striving command turns on a stress impulse
smoothly and its main force is directed to
the maximal energy level of a foot. The re-
laxation, i.e.thedecline towards the mini-
mal energy level,beginsautomatically after
the final point of the tension phase is
reached. In this case one would expect a rela-
tively loose connections between underlying
segments at the beginning of a foot (e.g. a
diphthongization—like vocalic gesture may ap-
pear there) and close contact immediately
before the exactly defined final point, A
quality reduction of the underlying vocalic
gesture is predictable in energetically un-
controlled relaxation phase. As thecontrol-
lable stretch of a foot is essentially longer
than in the switching case, a stronger iso-
chronic tendency would appear.

If we want Undelimit intra-foot segments
that are influenced by energetic commands
more properly we mustdefinea syllable-size
unit. Articulatorily, syllable is a rela-
tively homogeneous sequence ofdemisyllables
delimited by opening gestures of the vocal
tract. This definition relies on two find-
ings. On the one hand, the essential ener-
getic commands - striving and switching‘ —
are inclined to apply to these demisyllabic
commands at which a transition to the vocal
tract opening gesture begins. 0n the other
hand, these demisyllabic commands that are
directed to a closing gesture are usually
under the influence of preceding switching
or striving commands. This regularity pre-
sents a crucial supporttospeechperception.
Namely, in the corresponding acoustic sound
wave used in the transmission of the message
from speaker to listener,syllablesare des-
ignated by the temporal amplitude envelope,
i.e. the beginnings of syllables are defi-
nitely marked by transitions to the inten-
sity rise of the sound wave.Thus,in acous-
tics a syllable is the footstretchcontain-
ing of one easily identifiable (cf. Mermel-
stein 1975) temporalamplitude envelope. The
complex relationship between articulation
and the produced sound wave acts as a tem-
porally selective energy filter. For in—
stance, the acoustic onset of a syllable does
not immediately coincide with the relative
time-point marked by theonsetof the speech
organs activity, i.e. by the onset of a foot
(for the literature on perceptual centers
see e.g. Fowler 1979, Marcus 1981, Howell
1984). However, on the basis of suggested
Close physiological interrelationship be-
tween speech production and perception (cf.
the motor theory ofspeech perception of Li-
berman et a1. 1962, the auditory—motor the-
01? Of speech production of Ladefoged et al.
1972; cf. also the observed parallels of syl-
lable production and perception by Tuller
and Fowler 1980) the information about an

articulatory syllablesnmystill be relevant
in speech perception and vice versa.

Within the accentuationrangethat is de-
termined by the functional characteristics
of an utterance, thespeech flow is produced
by stress segments represented by foot-size
alternations of the minimal-maximal-minimal
physiological energy levels, i.e. by a se-
quence of temporal energy envelopes. In
acoustics and perception, there are clearly
identifiable intra-foot units characterized
by separate temporal intensity envelopes we
have defined as syllables. Afoot may consist
of one, two or three syllables. However,
some accentuated or emphasized stress im-
pulses may be conceived as displaying more
than three syllables. In such cases we sup-
pose that the accentuated or emphasized foot
is followed by one or more intervening

weak tonic feet (of. Lea 1974: 41 for the
phonetic justification of the 'one-two-three-
syllables' principle).

2.3. Types of rhythm organization

Languages differ as regards the method
by which energetic stress commands apply to
their feet. Generally, the most "natural"
foot types seem to be those in which every
single syllable is affected by one command
only. There are two ”natural" types of lan-
guages that exploit thisprinciple asa rule,
i.e. display foot control systems subordi-
nated to syllable-switching or syllable-
striving.

1) Syllable-switching foot control is
characteristic of languages with prototypi-
cal polysyllabic feet (e.g. in Finnish and
Italian); in this type of languages monosyl-
labic feet are rarely used.

Syllable-switching languages give much
attention to theteginningsof syllables. As
a result of thatthetarget of the following
vowel is clearly defined,thereare no per-
ceivable diphthongization of short vowels;
in_the regulation of stress degrees also

foot-initial consonant may take a part (cf.
e.g. data for Tamil: Balasubramanian 1979).
In foot-final syllables, syllable-switching
languages have an open set of vowels to choose

from (cf. e.g. the vowelharmonyin Finnish)
and do not, regularly, show reduced vowels,
or more correctly, do show less reduced vowels

than e.g. foot-striving languages (forFinn-
ish: Wiik 1965, for Italian: Bertinetto
1981). Syllable-switching languagesmay have
an opposition between short andlong segmen-
tals. This language type displays a rela-
tively weak foot-level and syllable-level
isochrony (for Italian:Vayra,Avesani, Fow-
ler 1984, for Finnish: Lehtonen1970and for
Tamil: Balasubramanian 1979). Here the in-
herent endeavour to foot isochrony may be
strongly reduced, because the duration of
a foot is determined roughly by their in-
herent temporal properties.

2) Syllable-striving footcontrol ischar-
acteristic of languages with prototypical
monosyllabic feet (e.g. Vietnamese).
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In syllable-striving languages, polysyl-
labic words cannot be analyzed into a con-
tinuous alternationofstressedandunstress-
ed syllables (cf. Kacea 1983) due to foot
monosyllabicity: here relaxation occupies a
final part of a syllable rather than a sep-
arate syllable. Syllable—striving languages
are usually tone languages, since the con-
trol over the vowel matter and the whole
maximal energy segment develOps conditions
for tonogenesis.

The principle according to which every
single syllable is affectedby one energetic
command may be violated in two additional,
less "natural" types of languages. Here the
"natural" foot types areaccompanied by less
"natural" types. In languages that display
foot control systems subordinated to foot-
striving, there are feet in which some syl-
lables are.left withoutanyenergetical con-
trol altogether. In languages that display
demisyllable-switching, there are feet in
which one syllable is affected by two sep-
arate energetic commands.

3) Foot—striving control is characteris-
tic of languages withnmno-and polysyllabic
feet (e.g. English, German, Russian).

All that has been said about syllable-
striving languages may also be valid for
foot-striving languages and vice versa (the
only exception being phenomena related to
non-foot—initial syllables of foot-striving
languages).

Striving commanddoesnot pay special at-
tention to the beginning part of a syllable
(a reason of possible diphthongization), it
is directed to the place of the maximal en-
ergy point either on a vowel, a consonant
matter or on some consonant in a consonant
cluster (a reason for allowing relaxed syl-
lable affixes, cf. Fujimura, Lovins 1978).
At the same time,eligibilityof the maximal
energy point for differentsyllablesegments
in different words usually changes thechar-
acter of short/long segmental opposition
knoWn in syllable-switching languages for a
complementary distribution type of short/long
opposition between vowels and consonants,
thus guaranteeing fairly convenient condi-
tions for foot isochrony (a strong negative
correlation between neighbouring vowel and
consonant, sometimes defined as loose vs.
close contact). Foot-striving languageshave
a strong tendency towards foot isochrony.
Data on prominent intra-foot temporal com-
pression are available from a number of
foot-striving languages (for English: Klatt
1973, Fowler 1981;forSwedish:Lindblom,Rapp
1973; for Dutch: Nooteboom 1972). A charac-
teristic feature of foot-striving languages
is the foot~final vowel reduction (for Eng-
lish: Wiik 1965, for Russian: Bonnapxo et
al. 1966, for Swedish: Lindblom 1963). As
for Russian, experimental data corroborate
the model-predicted uncontrollability ofthe
foot-final syllable quality. Here the full
compleXity of reduction cannotbe establish-
ed through the study of only the vowels

themselves; the analysis ofstressed and un—
stressed syllables has revealed that with
the intensification of reduction the degree
of coarticulation changes (Bonnapxo et al.
1966). Experiments with varied speech tempo
have shown that at fast speaking rates the
quality of the stressed vowelis not suscep-
tible to qualitative reduction. The tendency
to reduce the formant frequenciesonlyshows
up in unstressed vowels, and itdoesso even
when the unstressed vowel has the same dur-
ation as its fast-rate stressed counterpart
(Snanep 1964). It is in accordance with the
viewpoint that duration and articulatory ef-
fort may be controlled separately.

4) DemisyllabZe-switching foot control
may emerge in languageswithnwno- and poly-
syllabic feet (e.g. Japanese; we consider
e.g. the word Sapporo as consisting of a
monosyllabic foot sap- and a polysyllabic
foot -poro)

In the case oflnonosyllabic feet the turn-
ing point between tension and relaxation
phases can be controlled in two principally
different ways, i.e. by striving or switching
commands. In Japanese, the striving possi-
bility is refuted by the peculiarities of
word rhythm (cf. Homma 1981). However, the
domain of a syllable-switching command is
the syllable beginning only and it cannot
apply to the end of a monosyllabic foot. In
this context, switching has to be shown on
demisyllables both in and outside syllable
beginnings, converting syllable-switching
into demisyllable-switching. Inshort, a Ja-
panese monosyllabic foot has to be control-
led by two demisyllable-switching commands.
As much as the temporal organization of a
demisyllable is dependentuponinherent tim-
ing properties of underlying segments, we
may expect that demisyllables representtem-
porally more or less equal units. In Ja-
panese, where a demisyllable may be inter-
preted as a mora-size unit,Sawashimaet al.
1982 have reported that the relative timing
of articulatory and vocal pitch control is
organized so as to compensate for timing
variations in the internal mechanisms and
maintain constant temporal relations in the
acoustic output. The equality of the demi-
syllabic units is supported by the percep-
tual data (cf. Fujisaki, Horiguchi 1979).
Modern Japanese, a language with the demi-
syllable—switching foot control, hasneither
isochronic feet (cf. the parallel existence
of feet of two and three moras) nor syl-
lables (cf. data in Momma 1981).

5) Compound foot control may emerge, in-
ter alia, in languages with mono— and poly-
syllabic feet (e.g. Estonian).

We have presented the above four strat-
egies as mutually exclusive options a lan-
guage may follow. Note that our argumenta-

tion relied on the assumption that the
chosen strategy is a mere inevitable answer
to a physiological constraint, the alterna-
tion of tension and relaxation in feet: “0t
directly used in meaning differentiation.
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However, the strict boundary between the
types may vanish in languages with contras-
tive meaning-differentiating accents, in
case of which a special attention ispaid to
the energetic behaviour itself (cf.the psy-
cholinguistic parallel of sound repetitions
across morpheme boundaries that reveal the
same twofold treatment: Menn, MacWhinney
1984).

In Estonian, inaquantity and accent lan-
guage, syllable-switching and foot-striving
control strategies together constitute an
integral whole.

0n the one hand, some essential features
of Standard Estonian refer to the syllable-
switching foot control: a) foot-initial
short vowels are not diphthongized; b) non-
foot-initial vowels do not show quality re-
duction; c) all 9 vowels and 17 consonants
may occur as short or long phonemes (tradi-
tionally-treated in terms of three quantity
degrees, cf. Ariste 1938); a short/long 0p-
position does not display any rules of com-
plementary distribution (for the distribu-
tion of short and long phonemes see Eek
1986).

On the other hand, there are some sub-
stantial characteristics offoot-striving in
Standard Estonian: a) all feet occur in
either an even or in a sharp accent (see

Table 1; for productional and acoustic data
on accents see Eek 1986); b) a strong tem-
poral compression is supported by the fact
that mono- and disyllabic feet,irrespective
of the accent type and segmental duration:
differ durationally less than do intra-feet
segments; among all segments thatconstitute
a foot there exist a significant temporal
relationship (cf. Lehiste 1972, Eek 1974);
the foot tends to be as an isochronic unit
of a temporal program (cf.Eek, Remmel1974);
C) the occurrence of vowels in non-foot-in-
itial position is restricted, etc.

Note: in the discussion below,weuse the
fellowing designations: - ademisyllabic

Command, 1‘ — a switching command:
- a striving command.

Table 1
The appearance of the opposition

'even vs. sharp accent'
.in modern Standard Estonian

even accent sharp accent

I \

(foot consists (foot con-
of 2 -3 syl— sists of1-3

lables) syllables)

P9lysyllabic foot
with a long first k'auna 'pod. Fauna 'pod.
SYllable GENITIVE' PARTITIVE'

p°1YSYllabic foot
With a short k’ana 'hen' ¢
firSt syllable
monosyllabic foot
(Obligatorily ¢ k‘aun 'pod'
long syllables)

2.4. Stress-timing vs. syllable-timing

Pike 1946 and Abercrombie 1967 are among
the principal works thatintroducedthe dis-
tinction between stress-timing andsyllable-
timing, two mutually exclusive, essentially
different types ofspeech rhythm that a lan-
guage may show. In a stress—timed language
like English, stress beats were assumed to
recur at approximatelyequaltime intervals,
in a syllable-timed language like French,
syllables were assumed to recur at approxi-
mately equal time intervals. The two cat-
egories are viewed as mutually exclusive on
the assumption that intervals between sub—
sequent stress beats may be filled invari—
antly with a varying number of syllables.

The distinction between stress-timed and
syllable-timed languagesreflects undoubted-
ly some optional fundamental qualities of
speech rhythm: note that it has been made use
of in a large number of papers dealing with
very different languages (cf. e.g. Lehiste
1977 and Dauer 1983 for a bibliography) . How-
ever, the whole issue hasbeen labelled as a
linguistic controversy (Roach 1982). First,
phoneticians do not agree with the view on

speech production that the distinction im-
plies: all syllables cannot be associated
with separate chest pulses andstressed syl-
lables cannot be extracted as special rein-
forced chest pulses (Ladefoged1968). Second
experimental psycholinguists deny the real-

ity of any measurable timing difference be-

tween the rhythm types even in the proto-

typical opposition of English and French

(Scott, Isard, Boysson—Bardies 1985).Third,

both naive and expert listeners in experi-

mental situations and comparative linguists

in their theoretical treatments often dis-

agree in attaching a particular language to

either of the categories or, instead, claim

that it belongs to neither (cf.Miller1984).

To abandon these contradictions, we pro-

posethenmdel of speech rhythm in which

'stress' and 'foot' are considered as basic

notions rather than 'stress' and'syllable'.

First, as for special short-term pulmonic

activities in speech production, a foot

rather than a syllable couhiberegarded the

minimal integral domain to which they may ap:

ply (emphasized foot) _but by no means neeo

apply (tonic foot). Second, asfor the basic

non-timing nature of the distinction, the ac—

tual temporal rhythm pattern of a language

could be viewed as deriving from two essen-

tially non-temporal appearances of feet.

Whether a language is stress-timed or not,

depends ontheinterrelationshipbetweenfeet

and stress beats, accurately, on the fre-

quency in which feet appear . in continuous

speech flow in the accentuated (reinforced)

form displaying thus stress beats. Whether

a language is syllable—timed or not, depends

on the interrelationship between feet and

syllables, accurately, on the manner in which

syllables associate with the internal struc—
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ture of feet. Third, asfor the actual fuzzy
boundary between the rhythm types in cross‘
linguistic research, the foot perspective
entails a much more complicated picture of
factorinterplaythan a strict twofold oppo-
sition between stress-timing' and syllable-
timing languages.

2.4.1. Stress-timing: general motor rhythm
vs. temporal speech rhythm

Allen 1975 emphasizesthedistinction be-
tween general motor rhythm, i.e. a pattern
of sequence, and temporal rhythm, i.e. a
pattern of temporal sequence. We have al-
ready introduced speech rhythm in the sense
of a general motor rhythm, a successive se-
quence of feet. However,speechflow is sub-
ject to a universal bias towards a temporal
rhythm as well. The portion ofaccentuated
feet, displaying the highest energy levels,
are conceived as stress beats, i.e. speech
energy’concentrationsites in a continuum of
speech flow that usually display more or less
equal energy distribution. Like other se-
quences of rapid movements in human behav-
iour (e.g.fingertapping),subsequentstress
beats tend to recur often regular intervals
according to the properties of a universal
physiological temporal rhythm pattern (cf.
Allen 1975). Inparticular,stress beats are
inclined to cluster around a mean interval
of 0.4 to 0.5 s with an overallrangeof in-
terval durations limited to between 0.2
to 1 5.

Languages are apparentlystrees-timed if
they show clearly the temporal pattern of
stress beats superimposed on speech flow by
the physiological temporal rhythm, otherwise
they are non-stress-timed displaying rather
an intrinsic timing of their'feet. In other
words, the distinction 'stress-timing' vs.
'non-stress-timing' reflects properties of

a stress—timing

the real inter-foot timing phenomenon that
is revealed between.feetixicontinuousspeech
flow.

In all languages, there are obligatorily
some feet that show accentuation to the ex-
tent that exceeds the so-called stress beat
threshold. A language shows stress-timing,
if such beats in continuous speech flow are
frequent enough to converge into a pattern
of temporal rhythm, and does not show stress—
timing if they are too rare for that, cf.
Fig. 2.

In typological research, it is often easy
to decide whether a particular language is
stress-timing or not. Onthe one hand, Eng-
lish (Dauer 1983) and Polish (Biedrzycki
1980) are obvious stress-timing languages
because they' display salient stress beats
recurring frequently around 0.5 s (as a
rule, indicating functionally that a new
lexical entry is present in message) and
are thus subjectto acleartemporalrhythm.
However, it does not mean that the so-
called syllable-timed languages, on the
basis of mean interbeat intervals, cannot
belong to the same group with English (cf.
e.g. Spanish: Navarro 1932). If lexical
stress is saliently marked and lexical en-
tries are not too long (not exceeding 4-5
syllables or 2 tonic feet) there is high
probability to perceive such syllable-tim-
ing language as a stress-timing language.

0n the other hand, French and Japanese
(Dauer 1983) are obvious non-stress-timing
languages because they display salient
stress beats rarely after longer intervals
than 0.5 s (as a rule, indicating func-
tionally that especially important lexical
entries of_a phrase, clause, or sentence
are present in message) and thus are not
subject to a temporal rhythm. Rather long
distance between stress beatsixxthese lan-

correction correction
towards towards

0.4-0.5 s 0.4-0.5 s

b non-stress-timing

stressbeat
threshold

too long interval
for timing correction

__ stress beat
threshold

Fig. 1. Temporal rhythm superimposed (a) or not superimposed (b)
on a sequence of feet.
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guages cannot be accounted for in pure
functional terms. If a language is charac-
terized by non-prominentwordstress and at
the same time, accentuation does refer
to every lexical entry, we can perceive a
non-stress-timing phenomenon.

We assume that it is because of the polar-
ization between the non-stress-timingFrench
and the stress-timing English that, in ex-
ecuting tasks of temporal rhythm manipula-
tion, subjects who have French as their mother
tongue show vagueness that is alien to sub-
jects speaking English as first language

(cf. data and discussion on the issue in
Scott, Isard, Boysson-Bardies 1985). Never-
theless, we follow Dauer 1983 in claiming
that whether a langue is stress-timed or non-

stress-timed is a matter of degree rather
than of mutual exclusion: many particular
languages show neither obvious stress-tim-
ing nor obvious non-stress—timing but some-

thing between the extrema. For example,

Finnish displays salient 'primary' stress
beats (as a rule, indicating functionally
that a new lexical entry isbeginningiximess-

age) that occur too rarely in speech flow to
converge into a pattern. of temporal rhythm

(in Finnish, an agglutinative language, the
distance between the beginnings of subse-

quent lexical entries may be rather long).
Consequently, Finnish is not subject to a

clear temporal rhythm. However, a slight

'secondary' stress beat is provided by all
other Finnish stress impulses as well so

'primary' and 'secondary' stress beats to-

gether are frequent enough to converge into

the pattern of temporal rhythnn Accordingly,
Finnish is still subject toardim temporal

rhythm (cf. the treatment of the Finnish
problematics in O'Connor 1973).4

Table 2 summarizes our argumentation.

Table 2

The scale of stress-timing

less more

stress-timing stress-timing

f >

French Finnish English

Japanese Italian

2.4.2. "Syllable-timing”

In polysyllabic feet of many languages,
the average duration ofa non—final syllable
is generally under 0.2 s. In this context,
syllables cannotlxafundamentally subject to
the general temporal rhythmlpatternlike that
of stress beats (Dauer 1983) and as it is
supposed by the term "syllable-timing".

We suggest that the term "syllable—tim-
ing" stands simultaneously fortwo different

Properties of the internal structure offset
the main common feature of which isthe fact
that they are alien to English, the proto-
type of "non—syllable-timing" languages. 0n
the one hand, a language is "syllable-timed"
if it displays a switching foot control. On

the other hand, a language is "syllable-
timed" if it has always one syllablefor one
striving or switching command (Table 3).

Table 3
The combinations of "syllable-timing"

1) switching 2) oneswitching/striv—
ratherthan ingcommandfor one syl-

striving lable rather than one
demisyllable or many
syllables

Finnish + + more "syl-
lable-timed“

Japanese + -

Vietnamese - +

_ less "syl-
EngliSh ‘ lable-timed"

3. THE GREAT RHYTHM SHIFT: OLD ESTONIAN

3.1. Conservative Finnish vs. innovative

Estonian

In a number of generalworkson language

(e.g. Anttila 1972, Comrie 1981), the com-

parison of the two main Balto-Finnic lan-
guages, Finnish and Estonian, serves to il-

lustrate the point that genetically close-

related languages may differ remarkably in

respect of their typological. characteris-

tics. In outline, Finnish has preserved the

original fairly clear-cutagglutinatingmor-

phology but Estonian has exchanged it for a

morphology that is much more strongly char-

acterized by fusion. The morphological dif-
ferences are ateompanied by crucial differ-

ences in the sound architecture of the lan-

guages. Finnish has preserved firmly the

original Balto—Finnic prototype of long poly-

syllabic words that consist of simple syl—

lables of the structure CV or CVC, display

an extensive vowel harmony, and begin at an

accentuated foot of an invariable quality.

0n the contrary, Estonian has introduced many

short mono- and disyllabic words, complex

syllables like CCVCC,andword-levelrestric-

tions on vowel distribution that have aban—

doned the original vowelharmonyaltogether.

Estonian accentuated foot is mobile (a word

need not begin at an accentuated foot), and

variable (it displays either the even or

sharp version of the contrastive accent).

These essential differences between mod-

ern Finnish and modern Estonian originated

with a row of phonological changes that, on

the one hand, occurred in the history of

Estonian during the first centuries of the

second millenium A.D. (roughly, 1100‘-1SOO)

but, on the other hand, were absent in the

history of Finnish.Thisclahnhasa high de-

gree of confidence as it is supported by his-

torical and comparative linguistic evidence

and early textual data on Estonian. We con-

centrate on some central component changes

of the row, cf. Table 4.

The general pattern of the below presented

phonological changes includes an essential
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Table 4

Some crucial phonological changes of Old Estonian

in 1100-1500

(1) RISE OF CONTRASTIVE ACCENTS

(’ = EVEN ACCENT, ‘ = SHARP ACCENT)

*kaunan 'chaff/pod.GENITIVE' > "k’ aunan

*kaunaan 'chaff/pod.ILLATIV'E' > "k ‘aunan

Finnish kaunan Estonian k' auna

kaunaan

(2) SHORTENING OF LONG VOWELS

IN NON-INITIAL SYLLABLES

*mus taa 'black .PARTITIVE '

Finnish mustaa

(3) LOSS OF SHORT VOWELS

k ‘auna

> *musta
Estonian m ‘usta

IN CERTAIN NON-INITIAL SYLLABLES

*kakkara 'chamomile'

l"kakkarasta 'chamomile.ELA‘1‘IVE' >

Finnish kakkara
kakkaras ta

(4) OBSTRUENT GEMINATION

> *kakkar
*kakrast
Estonian k'akar

k‘akrast

BETWEEN A SHORT VOWEL OF AN INITIAL SYLLABLE

AND A LONG VOWEL OF A NON-INITIAL SYLLABLE

*kdte (71) en 'hand.ILLATIVE ‘

Finnish kdteen

incongruity. On the one hand, the changes
are rather diverse as regards their typolog—
ical characteristics. 0n the other hand, they
still occurred during a relatively short

time—span in an interconnected way. We treat
the incongruity by claiming that the general

pattern of these phonological changes is due

to two subsequent purely phonetic changes, we
call the Great Rhythm Shift of Old Estonian.

The predecessor of the modern Standard

Finnish has been displaying a syllable-

switching control of foot from time immem-

orial up to nowadays. However, the prede-

cessor of the modern Standard Estonian was

subject to a twofold reorganization of stresa

processing method before and at the time of

the shift to the historic era in the North-

ern Lurope. At the first stage of the Great
Rhythm Shift, the original Balto-Finnic syl-

lable-switching control of foot was aban-
doned in favour of an innovative demisyl-

lable-switching control. At its second stage,

the demisyllable-switching control was ex-

changed for a combination of foot-striving

and syllable-switching control.

3.2.. From syllable-switching to demisyllable-
switching. At a time-point in the prehis-
tory of most modern Balto-Finnic dialects,
the loss ofvcertain intervocalic obstruents,
e.g. *‘mustata 'black.PARTITIVE' > ‘mustaa,
introduced long vowels into non-word-initial
syllables.

Before the change, the sound architecture
of the dialects was constrained by two gen-
eral principles. First, the opposition be-
tween short and long segmental vowels was

> *kdtteen

Estonian k‘atte

possible only in a foot-initial syllable,

e.g. there was a real opposition *tuli 'fire'
vs. *tuuli 'wind' but any opposition of the
type *tuli vs. *tuZii was excluded. Second,

the prototypical foot of the language was
polysyllabic, e.g. the real feet *tuZi 'fire'
and *tuuli 'wind' of two syllables could not
be accompanied by monosyllabic feet like
1"ml or ‘tuul. The absolute prevalence of
polysyllabic feet togetherwith the presence
of the opposition 'short vs. long segmental
vowels' indicates that the Balto-Finnic dia-
lects showed originally a syllable-switching
control of foot, cf. Table 5:

Table 5
The syllable-switching control of foot

in original Balto-Finnic

*ka na 'hen'
1—, t9

I"kau n ' f "L... 123 cha f/poa

‘kau na t 'ch ff . "tq_,tq L: a /pod PARTITIVE

After the change, to enable the pronunci-

ation of the large number of words like

‘mustaa, one of the original general prin-
ciples had to be violated in order to retain

at least the other. InOld Finnish, the pro-
totypical foot remained polysyllabic but the

opposition between short and long segmental

vowels spread from foot-initial syllables to

the rest of the syllables as well: *muataa
was interpreted as a disyllabic foot with a
long segmental vowel in its non-initial syl-

lable. In Old Estonian, the.opposition be-

tween short and long segmental vowels con-
tinued to be restricted to foot-initial syl-
lables but many polysyllabic feet were re-
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placed by monosyllabic feet so that the pro-

totype of a polysyllabic foot vanished alto-

gether: i*muataa was interpreted as a string

of two monosyllabic feet the latter of which

contains a long vowel in its single 'foot-

initial' syllable.

The option of Old Finnish,-i.e. the elim-

ination of a restriction on long vowel dis-

tribution, did not affect the conditions that

determine the type of foot control and the

original syllable-switching persisted, of.

Table 6:
Table 6

The syllable—switching control of foot

in Old Finnish

*ka na 'hen'
L) L»

*kau na 'chaff/pod/'
Lo-a h.

*kau naa ' chaff/pod.PARTITIVE'
L.—»La—q

The option of Old Estonian, i.e. the in-

troduction of the principle that monosyl-

labic and polysyllabic feet are prototypical

to an equal extent, created conditions in

which syllable-switching is impossible. In

the context where the opposition between

short and long segmental vowels has to be

preserved (it was still necessary to differ-

entiate between e.g. *tuli and ‘tuulfl, the

switching control of foot could not be ex-

changed for a striving control, which elim-

inates this opposition for sure. Consequent-

ly, the original syllable-switching control

was exchanged for an innovative demisyl-

lable-switching control, cf. Table 7 (—

stands for a boundary between subsequent

feet) : Table 7

The demisyllable—switching control

of foot in Old Estonian

*ka na 'hen'
L. L.

*kau na 'chaff/pod‘
LL. La.

*kau - naa ' chaff/pod.PARTITIVE'

LL. Lat.

The different treatment of the long

Vowels in words like ‘kaunaa guided 01d

Finnish (Table 6) andOld Estonian (Table 7)

t0 the different paths of further develop-

ment as discussed above. The option of Old

Finnish created a stable situation that has

been persisting without greater phonetic or

phonological changes for centuries. For in-

Stance, the Table 6 could as well illustrate

the situation in modern Standard Finnish.

However, the option of Old Estonian created

an unstable situation with which a row of

pervasive phonetic and phonological changes

originated.

.At the beginning of the demisyllable-

switching period of Old Estonian, some pho-

nological changes provided phonological cor-

respondences to the phonetic adjustments

that accompanied the exchange of the foot

control type. In Table 4, two of such pho-

nological changes are included.

First, the final short vowel of a trisyl-

labic foot was dropped, cf. (1):

(1) *kak ka ra 'chamomile' > *kak kar

LL, L L. LL. LL.

A foot-internal syllable boundary is a

very salient heuristic that points to a syl—

lable-switching control of foot. Consequent-

ly, it is in conflict with a demisyllable-

switching. The phonological change (1) is

a reflection of a general phonetic process

with which all trisyllabic feet (two foot-

internal syllable boundaries) were elimin-

ated so that any foot could be either mono—

syllabic (no boundary) or, in the extreme,

disyllabic (one boundary). Note that, in

this connection, the final short vowel of a

disyllabic foot was retained, cf. (2):

(2) *kak ka - ms ta 'chamomile.ELATIVE' E
LLL, LJ—yt.

Second, as a result of the change h > 95,

the word—internal obstruent at the begin-

ning of a foot was geminated after a mono-

syllabic foot of one short syllable, cf. (3):

(3) *kdte-hen 'hand.ILLATIVE' >

Mt.
‘kdt Pteen (rather than *kdd — teen)

Lot—p List.»

An obstruent is subject to an ambisyl-

labicity at a word-internal foot boundary

between two sonorous sounds. The phonologi-

cal change (3) , "emergency gemination", is

a reflection of the situation in which the

obstruent ambisyllabicity was phonetically

reinforced in order to provide monosyllabic

feet of one short syllable with additional

sound material. Note that the obstruent ambi-

syllabicity was not reinforced phonetically

and did not yield gemination phonologically

after monosyllabic feet ending in a long

vowel, diphthong, or sonorant. In this case,

the necessary sound material of a monosyl-

labic foot was provided by the original long

syllable itself, of. (4):

(4) *‘alka -han 'foot. ILLATIVE' }

Luz. Ln. ,
* 'al - kaan (rather than *Jalk - kaan)

{A4 tstis

3.3. From demisyllabZe-switching to foot-

striving

In a prolonged time—spanperspective on a

language, feet that show the same degree of

accentuation tend towards an average value

of their stress amount. Within the demisyl-

lable—switching period of Old Estonian, this

goal was reached by manipulating the first

and the second demisyllables in certain feet.

At that time, the average foot consisted of

three demisyllables. To approximate to its

average stress amount, feet consisting of

two or four demisyllables were altered. In

two-demisyllable feet, the second demisyl-

lable was reinforced, we designate the rein-

forcement by " (it was inconvenient to re-

inforce the first, foot-initial demisyllable
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that had a reinforced value already by it-
self); in four-demisyllable feet, the first
demisyllable was reduced, .we designate the
reduction by " (Table 8).

Table 8
The trend towards the average stress value

of feet in Old Estonian

‘ka na 'hen' 2 ds + '[kan‘az]L) L

*ka nan 'id.GENITIVE' 3 ds OK! ‘EkananJL. LL»
*kau na 'chaff/pod' 3 ds OK! '[kauna]
LL. Lo

‘kau nan 'id.GENITIVE' 4 ds - ’[k‘aunanlLL. 14L.
*kau - (naa) 'id.PARTITIVE'2 ds +
14L) ’[ka’u]

*kau - (naan) 'id.ILLATIVE' 2 ds +
LL.

'maan 'earth.GENITIVE'3 ds OK! *[maan]
LL)?»

The trend towards the averagestress value
of all feet was a statistical tendency that
manifested itself clearly in long speech
stretches. However, language users reduced
it to a single phonetic rule thatwas appli-
cable to every concrete foot.Becauseof the
trend, both in two-demisyllable and four-
demisyllable feet, the energetical value of
the first two demisyllables became roughly
equal, they revealed more or less the same
amount of stress. Relying onthiscorrespon-
dence, language users deduced,ageneral pho-
netic principle,demisyllablebalancing, ac-
cording to which the firsttwodemisyllables
of all feet have to display the same amount
of stress. As for two-demisyllable andfour-
demisyllable feet, the rule was applicable
without complications. However,as forthree-
demisyllable feet, itcaused additional pho—
netic adjustments: inorder to raise the en—
ergetical value of the second demisyllable
to the level of the first demisyllable, some
of the stress of the third demisyllable had
to be reattached to the second demisyllable
instead (Table 9).

The phonetic adjustments of the three-
demisyllable feet in the context ofdemisyl-
lable balancing triggered a chain of phonetic
and corresponding phonological changes that
exerted a crucial influence on speech
rhythm. As the final result, they created
conditions in which thedemisyllable-switch-
ing control of foot was exchanged for a com-
bination of foot-striving and syllable-
switching control. In other words, they in-
troduced the ending of the demisyllable-
switching period of OldEstonian.InTable4,
this chain is represented by the phonologi-
cal performance of its three main changes.

First, the final short vowel of a disyl-
labic three-demisyllable foot was dropped,
Cf. (5):

(5) ‘kak ka - ras ta 'chamomile.ELATIVE' >
1+L¢19 tal+t+

*kakk - rast

LA LL.

Table 9
The application of demisyllable balancing

(the first two demisyllables of a foot dis-
play the same amount of stress) in Old Es-
tonian (1T stands for a manipulated command)

Z-demisyllable feet

*ka na > '[kan'a], ‘kau > ‘Eka-u]
t. t. m. LL. UL.

15th s4 2nd. : OK!

4—demisyllable feet

*kau nan > *[jcuiunan]
Lt. pm that.

1stfl, ¢¥2nc‘it, : OK!

3-demisyllable feet

'ka nan > ‘Ekananl, *kau na > *[kaunal
1, LL. E‘BL, LL. e. EBA,

‘maan > *Emaanl
tats, T}Bt.

1stL. 76 2ndt. :
additional phonetic adjustments

*[kanan] > ‘Ekan’a‘hJ, *[kauna] > *[ka‘unua]
ET. ‘6 mo— ELL» mm,

’Emaan] > *[maTa‘n]
he, no.

The result: 1st‘L. e9 2nd1L,

This phonological change reflects the pho-
netic leveling of a consonant-ending foot
like *[ma‘a‘n] and a vowel-ending foot like
*[ka’fin‘a] by the shortening process ’[ka‘ilnva]
> *[ka‘uri’aj > *[ka'u‘h].

The above phonetic leveling ushered inan
overall phonetic shortening of vowels in non-
word-initial syllables. The phonetic process
*[ka‘fin‘iz] > *[ka‘un’a] was extended, for in-
stance, to the final short vowel of a disyl-
labic two-demisyllable foot, e.g. to the se-
cond [a] in ‘Ckan'ZzJ. . However, here a real
phonological loss appeared only in tonic non-
word-initial feet; in accentuated word-in-
itial feet the vowel persisted, cf. (6):
(6) *ka va - Za ta 'sly.PARTITIVE‘*>*kava — lat

L. t. L. L. LL. LL.

Second, long vowels in all non—worc—in-
itial syllables were shortened, cf. (7):

(7) *mus -taa 'black.PARTITIVE'> ‘mus ta
tale tat; L+L+ta

This phonological changereflects thesame
overall phonetic shortening of vowels in non-
word-initial syllables as in the previous
case: on the analogy of e.g. *[kdfifih] >
‘Ckainhi > *[kdfih], the phonetic process
*ckaa -naa] > *[kdi -naa] > *[kdfina] start-
ed. Note that the shortening of long vowels
replaced the originalword-internalsequences
of monosyllabic feet by innovative single
disyllabic feet. In the original *[kdfi-ndfil
the second syllable consisted of two demi-
syllables and, thus, could form a separate
foot. In the innovative *[kdfina], the se-
cond syllable consisted of one demisyllable
only and, thus, had to cohere with the pre-
ceding foot.
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Third, and that is the crucial point, the
opposition of tWo contrastive accents, the

'even accent (') and the sharp accent (‘),
arose, cf. (8):

(8) ‘kau nan 'chaff/pod.GENITIVE' *k'au nant. m. 15:: t. _.
’kau - naan 'chaff/pod. ILLATIVE' ‘k ‘au nan
Us LLL. mile

This phonological change was an immedi-
ate functional result of the fact that the
demisyllable structure of the innovative di-
syllabic feet ('kaunan from *kau-naanmerg-
ed often with that of some original disyl-
labic feet (*kaunan from *kaunan). This
merger was functionally inconvenient, as it
could give rise to a large-scale homonymy,
cf. the difference of the grammatical mean-
ing in *kaunan 'chaff/pod.GENITIVE' vs.
*kau-naan 'chaff/pod.ILLATIVE' and of the
lexical meaning in *kiiren 'ray.GENITIVE'
vs. ‘kii-reen 'quick.GENITIVE'. In this con-
text, the original phonological contrast be-
tween short and long segmental vowels in non-
word‘initial syllables (*a vs. 1*aa) was re—
interpreted as a phonological contrast be-
tween two different types of feet (‘k'aunan
vs. *k ‘aunan) relying on those of their pho-
netic properties that had appeared differ-
ently in connection with the short and long
vowels before the change.

The two types of disyllabic feet differed
in the behaviour of the energy level of their
first, second, and third demisyllable taken
as an integral pattern. In feet like *kaunan
from *kaunan, the demisyllables displayed an
even energy level of a low value throughout
the pattern, as it had been characteristic
of the original 4—demisyllable feet. In- feet
like *kaunan from *kau-naan, the first two
demisyllables displayed an even energy level
Of a high value, as it had been character—
istic of the original 2-demisyllab1e feet
but the third, shortened demisyllable dis-
PlaYEd an energy level of much lower value.
Correspondingly, there was a pattern of a
broken energy level with a sharp projection
at the boundary of the second and third demi;
syllables. The two different energetical pat-
terns that resulted from different combina-
tions of demisyllables were reanalyzed as_
two different energetical patterns that could
characterize feet with one and the same demi~
syllable compOSition. After the reanalysis,
the even pattern stood for the even accent
Characterized by an even energy distribution
in the foot-initial syllable and a smooth
beginning of the subsequent foot-internal
Syllable. Note that in the process of total
accent split, the even accent was found not
only in feet like *k’aunan 'chaff/pod.GENI-
TIVE' but also in feet like *k'ana 'hen'
displaying a foot-initial short syllable.
0n the cOntrary, the sharp pattern stood for
the sharp accent, characterized by an local-
ized energy distribution in the foot initial
sYllable, i.e. a sharp movement to the maxi-
mal energy level at its end, and an aPart
beginning of the subsequent syllable. Note

that in the process of total accent split,
the sharp accent was found not only in feet
like *k ‘aunan 'chaff/pod.’ILLATIVE' but also
in feet like *k‘aun 'chaff/pod' of one syl-
lable (Table 10).

Table 10
The accent split of Old Estonian

1. even pattern > even accent

*kau nan 'chaff/pod.GENITIVE' 7 *k‘ u nan
mt, Lia—Ties

* a na 'hen' 7 *k‘a na
t. 11. t3 L.

2. broken pattern with a
sharp projection > sharp ace-ent

‘kau nan 'chaff/pod.ILLATIVE' 7 *k ‘au nan

’ka n 'chaff/pod' > *kkz‘fn

Lil-.1. L944

Itewas a rise of contrastive accents that
moved Old Estonian from the type of demisyl-
lable-switching languages to the complex
type in which foot-striving and syllable-
switching are interwoven. As for striving,
contrastive accents entail the manipulation
of the maximal energy region in a foot that
is out of the question in pure switching lan-
guages. As for foot-striving, there were
polysyllabic feet in Old Estonian that ex—
cluded the possibility of syllable-striving.
As for switching, the opposition between
short and long segmental vowels had still to
be preserved (it was necessary to differen-
tiate between e.g. 't’ulen 'fire.GENITIVE'
and ’t'uuZen 'wind.GEIvITIVE'), so striving
commands that eliminate the distinction for
sure did not exchange the original switching
conunands entirely. As for syllable-switching,
the equal prototypicality of polysyllabic
and monosyllabic feet was no. more ahin-
drance: monosyllabic feet like k aun could
behandled by a combination of a switching

and a striving command rather than needed

two subsequent switching commands in one syl-

lable.
We have shown that the pervasive changes

in the phonological structure of Old Esto—

nian during the first centuries of the se-

cond millenium A.D. were accompanied by an

equally thorough—going revision in the speech

rhythm appearance of the language. Note that

the path from syllable-switching via demi-

syllable—switching to foot-striving had to

be especially manifest in the history of the

Insular dialect of modern Estonian. Here,

the sharp accent appears in the form of a

pure striving command, of. (9):

(9) k’auna 'pod.G§NITlVE'

tilt.

k ~ouna 'pod . PARTITIVE'
A)

—-r—-t
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4. SOUND CHANGE PRESCRIPTION

According to Lass 1980, no inherent ex-
planation is available for any linguistic
change: he differentiates, inter alia, be-
tween deductive-nomologicalexplanationsand
teleological explanations andargues against
the possibility of either in the context of
the diachronic research. 0n the contrary,
Itkonen 1986 argues for the possibility of
teleological explanations of linguistic
changes: according to him, any linguistic
change may be seen as contributing’ somehow
to the increase of the form-meaning isomor-
phism in linguistic units. Still, for him,
deductive-nomological explanations of lin-
guistic changes are out of the question. We
try to show that, in the framework where
phonological-phonetic and purely phonetic
sound changes are kept apart, the possibil-
ity of deductive-nomological explanations
of linguistic changes cannot be excluded
categorically.

A sound change may allow two types of for—
malizations with regard to formalization
strength. A description represents it as a
transformation that occurred given certain
conditions, a prescription represents it as
a transformation that has to occur given
certain conditions. Prescription is prefer-
able to description. Standing ona higher
level of abstraction, it fits in with all
functions a formalization of a sound change
may serve rather than is appropriate for
single explicit aims only. As a matter of
fact, a deductive—homological, "law—like'l
explanation of a sound change is equal to
its prescription.

In order to provide asound change with a
prescriptive formalization, itis inevitable
to extract exhaustively'andarrange in a mu-
tually exclusive, categoricalnannerall the
factors that trigger the sound
question. We have presented phonology as a
social phenomenon and ~phonetics as a psy-
cho-physiological and acoustic phenomenon.
In this context, the prescription of a pho—
nological change is precluded in principle:
the sociolinguistic constraints on sound
changes are many and fuzzy tothe extentthat
any exhaustive factor extraction/arrange-
ment is an insoluble task for ahuman being.
However, some phonetic changes could allow
a prescriptive formalization: the physio-
logical and environmental constraints on
sound changes are few and distinct to the
extent that the needed exhaustiveness in
factor extraction and arrangement may be
achievable at least in some cases.

We have proposed that two different kind
of sound changes should be extracted in the
course of the sound history of a concrete
language. As for phonological-phonetic
changes, the above reasoning excludes pre-
scription in principle; as for purely pho-
netic changes, it leaves the possibility
open.

The essence of this claim is exemplified

change in

by comparing the actual course of the Great
Rhythm Shift, i.e. a row of purely phonetic
changes, and corresponding'phonological-pho-
netic changes in the history of two differ—

ent Balto-Finnic dialects, i.e. Standard
Estonian and Southwestern Finnish.

5. THE GREAT RHYTHM SHIFT: THE SOUTH-WEST
OF THE BALTO-FINNIC AREA

Up to here, we have treated the Great
Rhythm Shift as present in the history of
Estonian but absent in the history of Finnish.

However, the straightfoward_ distinction
crumbles if to consider thesound history of
Estonian and Finnish dialects in addition
to the history of standard languages. Onthe
one hand, the conservative development has
to be extended from Finnish alone to North-
eastern Estonian also; on the other hand,
the Great Rhythm Shift has to be extended
from Estonian alone to Southwestern Finnish
also (Map 1).

Map 1 . The Great Rhythm Shift in Balto—Finnic
(to the southwest of the line *\ ).

The presence of the Great Rh thm Shift
both in the history of Standandggtonianand
Southwestern Finnish provides arather unique
case of a row of phonetic land phonological
changes that applied.tothe essentially same
sound material (the original similarity of
Balto-Finnic dialects) indifferent commun-
ities (the opposite coasts of the Gulf of
Finland) not affected by pervasive mutual
contacts (cf. the opinion expressed in the
articles of the representative collection
Gallen 1984). As a matter of fact, around
1000 A.D. both Estonian and Southwestern
Finnish were influenced rather beldNorse,
the language of the Vikings. We follow Wiik
1986 in claiming that theScandinavianvowel
balanc1ng could affect the speakers of the
Balto—Finnic dialects in question: when the
critical words like *mustaa appeared, they
followed the demisyllabic—switching option
that was already known fron: the speech of
the foreigners.
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In this context, the exact comparison of

the Estonian and Southwestern Finnish sound

changes may display far-reaching theoreti-
cal implications.

On the one hand, the possibility of apre-

scriptive formalization of some purely pho-

netic changes is supported by the fact that

the purely phonetic course of the Great

Rhythm Shift had to be rather identical in

both dialects. 0n the other hand,thefunda—

mental impossibility of a prescriptive for-

malization of phonological-phonetic changes

is supported by the factthatthe phonologi-

cal extensions of the GreatRhytthift did

not coincide in the Estonian and Southwest-

ern Finnish norm. '
Indeed, some phonologizations could be

the same for the two dialects.Forinstance,

the Estonian and Southwestern Finnish pat-

terns of vowel shortenings in non-initial

syllables are rather similar. However, and

that is the main, point, the same phonetic

changes could lead to rather different pho-

nologizations as well. For instance, the
counterpart of the Estonian "emergency"
gemination in *kdtehen 'hand.ILLATIVE' >
*kat-teen (cf. the lack of gemination in

*jalkahan 'foot.ILLATIVE' > *jaZ-kaan) was
the Southwestern Finnishpervasive"special"
gemination both in l*kdtehen > *kdt-teen and
*jalkahan > *jalk-kaan. Similarly, the
shortening of long vowels in non-word-in-
itial syllables triggered in Estonian the

opposition of contrastive accents (*kaunan

'chaff/pod.GENITIVE' > *k’aunan vs.'kau-naan
'chaff/pod.ILLATIVE' > *k‘aunan) butyielded

a total merger in Southwestern Finnish
(*kaunan, *kau-naan > *kaunan). Note that,

because of the latter difference, Estonian

has turned into a foot-striving languagebut

Southwestern Finnish still continues as a

demisyllable—switching language.
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